
Dear friends, 
 
The story below is just the latest bit of a long stream of evidence tying Osama Bin Laden to the Iranian 
regime. 
 
The CIA, in particular, has worked hard to ridicule the notion that Shiite Iran could cooperate with Wahhibi 
al Qaeda – but even the Pentagon in its latest report on the Iranian military, released last week, debunks 
that notion.  
 
After noting Tehran’s support for Sunni groups including Hamas, Palestinian Islamic Jihad, and Hezb-I 
eslami (Gulbudin Hekmatiar), the Pentagon report acknowledges growing Quds force support to the 
Taliban. "Tehran's support to the Taliban is inconsistent with their historic enmity, but fits with Iran's 
strategy of backing many groups to ensure that it will have a positive relationship with the eventual 
leaders," the report says. 
 

Want to know why we can’t find Bin Laden? Because he’s not hiding in a cave along the Af-Pak 

border, arguably the most highly-surveilled pieces of real estate on the planet. He is in Iran, under 

the protection of the IRGC. 

 
Best, 
Ken 
Www.kentimmerman.com 
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A new documentary film premiering at the prestigious Tribeca film festival in New York this week presents stunning new evidence 
that al-Qaida leader Osama bin Laden is living in Iran, where the Iranian regime is sheltering him. 
 
The film, “Feathered Cocaine,” began as a simple documentary of the illicit trade in hunting falcons to Middle East desert sheikhs. 
But as filmmakers Thorkell (Keli) Hardarson and Örn Marino Arnarson delved deeper into their subject, they discovered a dark 
underworld in which terrorism and falcon smuggling met with astonishing regularity. 
 
In March 2008, the filmmakers ventured into Afghanistan and the former Soviet republics along with Alan Parrot, the head of the 
Union for the Conservation of Raptors, a conservationist group that seeks to protect wild falcons, to interview a smuggler they 
code-named “T-2.” 
[...] 
 
“T-2” told the filmmakers that he met bin Laden by chance in late November 2004 at a falcon-hunting camp in northeastern Iran. 
 
“I met him five times after 2004,” he said. “The last time we met was in October 2007. Every time, it was in Iran.” 
 
Read the full story here: 
http://newsmax.com/KenTimmerman/BinLadin-Iran-Tribeca-falcon/2010/04/26/id/356929 
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